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ABSTRACT

We set out a number of preliminary concepts for the measurement or

infe;'ence of fluxes across the air-sea interface through remote

sensing. All the methods are achievable from aircraft wlth

state-of-the-art technology. Only one is now ready for space
implementation. The focus Is on cold outbreaks. It Is possible to

T- infer sensible (latent) heat flux from the difference between initial
surface air temperature (vapor mixing ratio) alJd the downwind SST

(and corresponding saturation mixing ratio). The downwind growth
rate of the PBL as measured by lldar also provides estimates of

surface heating and the cross-inversion entrainment velocity. The
lldar also provide3 a measure of the depth of the inversion and its

= penetration by surface-forced convection; tills permits estimates of
the surface heat flux. Lldar and radlometrlc measurements of cloud

top height and temperature provide means of deducing the temperature
:_ sounding downstream so that heating may be computed with the aid of a

known sounding upstream. Vavor fluxes are measurable by differencing
total preelpitable water at two ends of a path measured by either IR I
or microwave radiometers. All the methods suffer from defieiences; r

these are dlseusaed.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

Th_a work attempts to advance our understandtn._ of possible methods for the
measurement or inference of fluxes across the air-sea interface _hrough remo_e "-_
sensing. We are concerned mainly with measurements from specs; however, the concepts
are ger,erally applicable to atrcraPc platforms as well. The problem is a d'_fftcult i

one for which there are no straightforward solutions. Much of the work In thls realm i
is therefore of a preliminary nature (Gautier, 1980) or deals with methods which are

I

,. applicable under restricted conditions (Chou and Atlas, 19C2). This piper Is an
_ extension of that of Chou and Atlas. It is also a synthesis of relatively re_ent ,

_ | findings and developments and a variety of untested concepts. Thus. the discussion t
- _ is speculative. 0
'! I

i|1 The bulk of the sensible and latent heat Fluxes over the globe o_cur over t_ worm twestern boundary currents during winter. For this reason, we focus on the phenomenon i
of the eo14 air outbreak. Indeed, we shall see that flux meaaurmenta and inferences b
are more readily made under such conditions.
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2. METHODS OF ESTIMATING SEA SURFACE HEAT AND MOISTURE FLUXES

2.1 Downstream Horizontal Gradients of Surface Properties

We start from the premise that no remote sensing technique can sense potential

temperature (O) or vapor density (q) in the lower few tens of meters of the

_t,,o_phere. As a result, it is not possible to use the conventional bulk formulas

for ,he fluxes, such as an expression of the form for the flux of the property x

F = _Clx(z) - x(O_] (1)

Here, u is tre wind speed at "anemometer height" (usually at 10 m), C is a constant

tran3fer coefficient, and x represents either e or q. However, in cold outbreaks,

Chou ard A_'as (1982), (hereafter referred to as I), developed a method based on the

planetary boundary layer model of Stage and Businger (1981, a,b). They shcw that the
vertiea± gradient in the bulk formula can be parameterized in terms of the downstream

horizontal gradient. The resultant total heating of an air colLunn over the distance

of travel from the upwind shore is expressed by Eqs. (2) and (3) for sensible and
latent heat.

co x_

_- S= OCpZ-1 f CT(eO - 8)dx (2) E= @Lx-11 Cq(qo - q)dx (3)
0 0

Using the model of Stage and Businger, I showed that S ahd E are essentially linear

; with (_0 - 81) and (qo - ql), respectively. Here el and ql are the values of 8 and q
at the upwind shore (or the upwind end) of the path. Thus, given these values, a

measurement of the SST any place upstream of the cloud edge determines the sensible

heating S. The presence of clouds invalidates the results thus constraining the

method to the cloud-free region near shore. Similarly, since the SST determines the

saturation mixing ratio at the sea surface, knowledge of ql at the shore determines
the moisture and latent heat flux.

[

Fig. I is a nomogram for column sensible heating. Th=. abscissa, labeled "cloud free

distance" may be replaced simply by downstream distance provided it does not extend ',

beyond the upstream edge of the clouds. There is a s. ilar nomogram for latent

heating. In order to convert the column heating to a flu^ one must multiply by the

wind speed. Wind speed can be sensed remotely by one of the well known methods.

Note that the so, sitivity to downstream distance is small. For most realistic cases,

the SST (8 o) varies with fetch so that the SST implicitly includes the effect of ,,

distance, in any case, S may be estimated to better than +_ 25_ independent of .-_

downstream di,_tance, i

2.2 Downstream Growth of Boundary Layer i

One of the problems with the Chou-Atlas method is its dependence upon the lapse rate
at the shore end. However, for accuracies of-10% the lapse rate is not important. ',

:- For greater accuracy they suggest that one use the downwind derivative of the square 1

_. of the boundary layer depth ZB as a proxy for lapse rate. This would be a convenient I
way if Z B could be observed by lidar. As a good approximation for non-divergent

conditions, we may write i

Ii"
" dZ21dx = 2(1 + Ae)CT(e 0 el)/re (q)- 1

== 1
r_ where A8 is the entrainment coefficient, the ratio of the flux entrained across the I
"_ PBL inversion to the surface flux. Eq. (q) is plotted in Fig. 2. As can be seen I

from Fig. I the column sensible heating is most sensitive to the temperature
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constrast (00 - el). Accordingly, to a good approximation, the curves of (80 -6 I)

in Fig. 2 may be replaced by isopleths of S. As a result, the quantity (dZB/dx)
becomes a more direct measure of sensible heating. More preczsely, following I

S = eCpx-l_ [0.51"e/11+ 2Ae)l[dZ21dxldx (5)
0

I I I I I ,o , , ,
(RHfor el = 3°C)
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I. Hean column sensible heating (S) Fig. 2. Slope of Z2Flg.

between shore and downwind cloud free versus the initial

distance (x) versus x for various land potential temperature
air-sea surface temperature differences lapse rate ( Fo ) for

(00 - _ I) under non-divergent conditions various (e0 - 8 1) under
and initial potential temperature lapse non-dlvergent conditions.

rate of 3.8oc km-I (solid lines). Dashed (80 - 81) may be replaced
lines correspond to the cloud-free paths approximately by S the

for various surface relative humidities column sensible heating.
(RH) and initial shore surface air

temperature (01) of 3°C. Each cross ,
indicates a numerical experiment (after

Chou and Atlas, 1982).

Col_mn sensible heating is thus directly proportional to the average values of
_'_" (dZ_/dx). We assume that ZB is measured by lidar. Note that these results pertainB

to cloud-free regions.

2.3 The dejpth of the entrainment zone.

_ An interesting feature of the unstable marine boundary layer is the roughness at the
4 inversion and the depth of penetration of the buoyant elements into the stable layer.

Deardorff et al. (1980) have shown that these characteristics carry significant
in formation.

Fig. 3 shows the structure of the clear air portion of a convective PBL observed by
airborne lidar during a cold outbreak off the NE coast of the United States (Melfi et
al., 1983). The convection is made visible by the sea salt aerosols. In this case,
the turrets do not appear to grow with distance because the flight is parallel to
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_: shore and the section is normal to the wind. The organized structure is remarkable.

_ The turret tops correspond closely to the top of the inversion; the troughs to the
,_ bottom as shown in Fig. 4_
',7

Following Deardorff et al. (1980),

• Melfi et al._(1983) have computed the
parameters h, ho, h2, and Ah as shown BOUNDHpY L_YEP LIDQR

in Fig. 2. The quantity ho, \ • ,
• corresponding to the altitude

attained by more than 96% of the
turrets, represents the top of th_
well mixed layer at the base of the l
density inverszon; the height h2,
attained by 4% of the turrets,_is the I
top of the inversion, h is the

median height; Ah is the depth of _ _k

.the entrainment zone and the ' ,, ._,
inversion. Melfi et al. (1983), show --_-._..... ,

"- that

r
[(_/h0)- 1]= [(_,e,_/(_,e,)s] = Ae (6)

With lidar data of the quality shown _ • r_' _
In Fig. 3, it is now possible to
compute the value of A0 , rather than
ass_e it. Fig. 3. West-east verticaI cross section of

convective streets made visible to airborne
Assuming zero divergence, one can set down-looking iidar (0.53 ,J m waveiength) by

scatter from sea salt aerosols on January 20,
dZBldX = _elF (7) 1983. It took 5.3 rain to fly from left to

right (after Melfi et al., 1983).

where we is the entrainment velocity
and u is the wind speed In the mixed layer. Melfi et al. (1983), analyzed the

laboratory data of Deardorff et al. (1980), and showed that

(Ahlho)= 3(°°elw')05 (8)
If this laboratory experiment

simulates the atmosphere, then lldar

: should permit the estimation of both _ 22-- -L-Z-- _I__--___SSi_

the entrainment velocity, we, and _-
the turbulent vertical velocity

_- scale w, defined by _J _ k__ _ _ k,. IL

:_" (u [(gI@)((u'O')sh1113 (9) ////////////////////////_ "-" '"'-"

We see that w, is a function of the Fig. 4. Schematic showing the flow in the PBL

_ _surface flux (w'8 ')s and the height and the vertical profiles of potential

h. Clearly high resolution lidar temperature and heat flux.; see text (after
observations tell us much about the Nelfl et al., 1983).
unstable PBL and fluxes. Since both
the lldar schemes assume zero

_A

.. divergence, the results should be considered only as approximations.

I
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2.4 Measurements of water vapor ,'latent) heat flux.

The measurement of water vapor flux is done by measuring the vertical integrals of

vapor at both the ulwind =.nd downwind ends of the path over the ocean; the
difference i_ the integrated flux from below. Let the integrals over the column

be QI and Q2. The flux is then

Fq = _(Q2- Q1)X-1 (10)

There are at least two basic schemes of measuring the total burden of water vapor
(Q) in a beam extending from a satellite instrument to the surface. One operates
in the ZR; the other in the microwave band. Prabkahara eta!. (1979) have use(t
the 8 m to 9 m spectral window as observed by the Nimbus 4 Infrared Znterferometer
Spectrometer (IRIS) te measure the precipitable water over the oceans. They
report an accuracy of about + 15% (~0.45 g cm-2) rms and a measurement thresholdi

of 1 g cm-2 as compared to radiosonde data. Prabhakara et al. (1982) have also
shown that the difference in microwave brightness temperature between the 19 and
21 GHz channels on the Nimbus 7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR)

also provides a measure of Q. The latter method yields an rms error of 0.25 g cm-2
and a threshold of about 0.5 g cm-2. Gloc-sen et al. (1983) have used this

approach to map the global distribution of mean seasonal integrated vapor

Recent developments have stimulated the move to the 183 GHz water vapor absorption
line as a means of profiling water vapor radiometrica±ly (Wang et al., 1983).

Because of the strength of this line, it is believed that such a radiometer will

provide especially high accuracy and an exceedingly small Q threshold. At this

time, however, no quantitative estimates can be given.

For climatic purposes it is generally accepted that a precision of 10 to 15 watts

m-2 would be useful over times of a few weeks to discern significant changes. To
achieve a precision of 10 watts m-2 in the latent heat flux over a time of 104

sec. and over a corresponding path would require a precision of about 4 x 10-3 g

cm-2 in the measured difference in Q. This can not be done with existing methods.
However, it is thought to be attainable with the sensitive 183 GHz system (T. T.

Wilh_it, private communication). The smallest significant value of water vapor
worthy of detection is about 0.2 gcm -2. This is below the detection thresholds

of either the present methods, but it is probably achievable in the 183 GHz band.

By and large the effects of most clouds may be neglected. Only the large high

liquid water content clouds will contaminate the measurements.

In the case of cold outbreaks within a few hundred kilometers from shore, one may
assume that the air above the PBL is very dry. Accordingly, any downstream

i
difference in the column integral of vapor is attributable to flux from the ocean.

In other situations, however, it is possible that advectlon across the directiop

of the surface wind at levels above the PBL may contribute to the observed changes

in Q. In the absence of a high resolution water vapor profiling system such as

the DIAL lldar (Wilkerson and Schwemmer, 1983) it may be impossible to make the
needed corrections. _"_=_only reasonable alternative is to use a regional or

global circulation model (GCM) which incorporates a parameterization of surface
fluxes and permit8 one to compute advective fluxes above the PBL. Of course, the

accuracy of the model calculations is subject to question. However, one may

assume that they provide acceptable approximations if they simulate the essential

atmospheric features.
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• 2.5 Inferr!n_ temperature profiles from cloud features.

Another set of schemes to approximate the flux in cold air outbreaks are

illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, the basic idea is to deduce the change in the air

colu_nn as it moves from near shore out over the ocean. This is what Henry and

;, Thompson (1976) did over the Gulf of Mexico. But they used actual radiosonde

data. In oul case, there is no sounding available at the downwind end of the

path. Accordingly, the sounding must be made by remote sensing methods.

For this purpose, one may use the TE_PE_TURESOUNDINGS

; upwind cloud cage position. We assume

[ that all the changes in the _i ___¢ _

temperature and humidity profiles

occur in the PBL. Rad iometr ic

, measurements may be made of the cloud <-

top temperature near the upwind end of _ ._,_.\ic.i_i _

the cloud streets. Since the air in _

the PBL is well mixed, one assumes an

adiabatic profile from the surface to ,_ _,,_.sT_',_:
the cloud top as in sounding B in Fig. L_N_--I--_O(.EAN

_. 5. One can neglect the unctable
I

profile in the immediate surface Fig. 5. Schematic of downstream growth of

layer. The difference between the cloud streets in cold outbreak. Sounding

measured temperature profile at the A is measured at shore; B and C are

shore and that deduced at the cloud inferred. B is near upwind cloud edge; C

edge is proportional to the total heat where clouds suddenly penetrate

flux from the water. One can improve inversion.

the accu,'acy by taking account of the

entrainment acros._ the inversion layer

by increasing the estimate by about 20%. Henry and Thompson (1976) neglected this
effec t.

A serious problem is that the clouds at the upwind end of the cloud streets do not

usually fill the I km field-of-view of an instrument such as the TIROS-N Advanced

Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Hopefully, a future satellite will have

better i[i resolution. At present, the approach is usable only from aircraft. The

resolution problem decreases as clouds grow larger downwind. But one then has to

estimate the temperature profile assuming a wet adiabatic profile from cloud base

to cloud top, and a dry adiabat in the PBL below cloud base. This requires

knowledge of the cloud base height as obtainable from a model.

When the surface heating has produced a potential temperature in the PBL which

exceeds the maximum temperature in the inversion, then the clouds will suddenly

break ' -rough the inversion as shown at point C in Fig. 5. The downwind position

= of this event marks the point at which the equivalent potential temperature in the

PBL is equal to that at the top of the inversion. The temperature profile there
is then known at least approximately.

The latter approach assumes that there is no change in the temperature profile

above the PBL from that measured at the shore line. Since this assumption is not

='.- always valid, the use of a lldar and a hlgh resolution raAlometer would provide

the height and temperature coordinates from which soundings may be extrapolated

downwards. We may assume that we have some measure of SST from prior measurements

'_ in clear alr or from microwave observations. The SST provides an upper bound to

_* the surface alr temperature.

•- 46
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Our problems should be alleviated in the future through the use of lidar sounding

techniques in the absence of clouds (Korb and Weng, 1982; Wilkerson and Schwemmer,

1982). Unlike passive methods, active sensors should be capable of giving

vertical resolutions of I km for temperature and humidity from spacecraft and
better resolution from aircraft. (Much higher resoluticn is achievable in

measuring boundaries of clouds and aerosol layers.) The present spacecraft design

studies consider instrument systems that require considerable time integration.
This in turn, limits the horizontal spatial resolution to some 200 kin. At this

scale, the appearance of significant cloud cover anywhere along the path would

contaminate the measurements. Unfortunately, we do not anticipate a lidar

capability for tilemeasurement of vertical profiles of temperature in the lowest
few tens of meters.

2.6 Measurements of wind stress at sea surface.

For" wind stress observations scatterometry has been proven to work under a range

of wind conditions. However, work is needed to find optimal algorithms during
-. cold outbreaks. Such conditions involve high winds, often above 20 m/s, and

rapidly developing wave fields and boundary layers. Not only is there convective

overturning in both the air and the water, but the mechanism of generation of

: turbulence in both media depend upon the waves, so that the mechanism is different

from the turbulence generating process in the boundary layer of a rigid surface.
This was reported by Donelan et al. (1983) and Kitaigorodskii (1983). One should

therefore expect that one would have to take both the wave field and the wind into

consideration when one attempts a parameterization of stress. Fortunately, under

most conditions, the winds and the waves are related; thus a single parameter

representation may be sufficient. But it may be inadequate under strongly
developing waves where wind and waves are far from equilibrium, such as during
cold outbreaks.

Breaking waves also create streamwise vorticity in the water, and the orbital

velocity field of the waves stretch and compress this vorticity, causing
turbulence production through vortex breakdown and shear instability. The
measurements of Cavalieri under cold outbreak conditions in the Northern Adriatic

(personal communication) shows that the shear stresses in the water can reach five

to ten times the value given by conventional parameterizations based on wind

speed.

Added to this is the fact that waves carry momentum. So the wind stress on the

-$ water surface will be found partly in the mean velocity field in the water
_, boundary layer and partly in the wave field. Waves transport momentum at grou_

velocity, so that momentum introduced into the water by wind stress can be

converted to mean current far away from where the stress was put in.

Scatterometry may still be a good method for measuring wind stress, since the

-Jq short waves that the scatterometer observes are generated locally, although, of
course, they may be affected by wave breaking and water turbulence.

-_--- 2.7 Possible inferences of ocean effects.

Cold outbreaks cause cooling of the water, equal in heat to the heating of the

atmosphere, and the overturning may reach to great depths. Horizontal variations

in cooling lead to mean density gradients and thus to currents. After a

particularly cold winter the effects may be dramatic; for example, after the

• winter of 1976-77 in the eastern U.S., Worthington (1977) showed that the speed of

the Gulf Stream had reached an all time high.
47
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However, few of the oceanographic consequences of cold outbreaks will be

observable from satellites. It zs therefore especially important to make the most

out of the atmospheric observations so that one can relate total heat transfer,

total evaporation and wind stress to changes in oceanic stratification and
excitav.ion of oceanic motions. This will have to be done through numerical

roodeling.
i

Y
• _ 3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have attempted to gather a variety of concepts for the measurement or inference

of the energy and vapor fluxes across the air-sea interface under conditions of

unstable cold outbreaks. These proposed methods are summarized in the abstract.
By and large, tne techniques permit us to infer fluxes through the observation of

, th_ _t'fects of the transports on the atmosphere such as the progressive downstream

heating, moistening, and growth of the planetary boundary layer and associated
: cloud formation. The observed evolution of the PBL is related to the fluxe_

through the use of numerical and analytical models. The measurables include

surface wind speed, SST, the downstream slope of the PBL as observed by lidar, the

roughness and depth of the PBL inversion also observed by lidar, and precipitable
- water vapor as observed by either IR or microwave radiometry.

None of the concepts has been demonstrated and so the paper is necessarily

speculative. Individually, the methods are subject to serious constraints; as a

group, however, they complement each other and appear promising in providing

reasonable estlmates of the fluxes of heat and vapor.
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